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Abstract. We propose a sequential forward feature selection method to
find a subset of features that are most relevant to the classification task.
Our approach uses novel estimation of the conditional mutual informa-
tion between candidate feature and classes, given a subset of already
selected features which is utilized as a classifier independent criterion
for evaluation of feature subsets. The proposed mMIFS-U algorithm is
applied to text classification problem and compared with MIFS method
and MIFS-U method proposed by Battiti and Kwak and Choi, respec-
tively. Our feature selection algorithm outperforms MIFS method and
MIFS-U in experiments on high dimensional Reuters textual data.

Keywords: Pattern classification, feature selection, conditional mutual
information, text categorization.

1 Introduction

Feature selection plays an important role in classification problems. In general, a
pattern classification problem can be described as follows: Assume that feature
space X is constructed from D features Xi, i = 1, . . . , D and patterns drawn
from X are associated with |C| classes, whose labels constitute the set C =
{c1, . . . , c|C|}. Given a training data the task is to find a classifier that accurately
predicts the label of novel patterns. In practice, with a limited amount of training
data, more features will significantly slow down the learning process and also
cause the classifier to over-fit the training data because of the irrelevant or
redundant features which may confuse the learning algorithm. By reducing the
number of features, we can both reduce over-fitting of learning methods and
increase the computational speed of classification. We focus in this paper on
feature selection in context of classification.

The feature selection task is to select a subset S of d features from a set of
available features X = {Xi, i = 1, . . . , D}, where d < D represents the desired
number of features. All feature selection (FS) algorithms aim at maximizing
some performance measure for the given class and different feature subsets S.
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Many existing feature selection algorithms can roughly be divided into two
categories: filters [1], [2] and wrappers [3]. Filter methods select features inde-
pendently of the subsequent learning algorithm. They rely on various measures
of the general characteristics of the training data such as distance, information,
dependency, and consistency [4]. On the contrary the wrapper FS methods re-
quire one predetermined learning algorithm and use its classification accuracy
as performance measure to evaluate the quality of selected set of features. These
methods tend to give superior performance as they find features better suited to
the predetermined learning algorithm, but they also tend to be more computa-
tionally expensive. When the number of features becomes very large, the filter
methods are usually to be chosen due to computational efficiency. Our interest
in this paper is to design a filter algorithm.

Search scheme is another problem in feature selection. Different approaches
such as complete, heuristic and random search have been studied in the liter-
ature [5] to balance the tradeoff between result optimality and computational
efficiency. Many filter methods [6] evaluate all features individually according
to a given criterion, sort them and select the best individual features. Selection
based on such ranking does not ensure weak dependency among features, and
can lead to redundant and thus less informative selected subset of features.

Our approach to FS iteratively selects features which maximize their mutual
information with the class to predict, conditionally to the response of any other
feature already selected. Our conditional mutual information criterion selects
features that are highly correlated with the class to predict if they are less
correlated to any feature already selected.

Experiments demonstrate that our sequential forward feature selection algo-
rithm mMIFS-U based on conditional mutual information outperforms the MIFS
methods proposed by Battiti [7] and MIFS-U proposed by Kwak and Choi [8],
both of which we also implemented for test purposes.

2 Information-Theoretic Feature Selection

In this section we briefly introduce some basic concepts and notions of the in-
formation theory which are used in the development of the proposed feature
selection algorithm.

Assume a D-dimensional random variable Y = (X1, . . . , XD) ∈ X ⊆ RD

representing feature vectors, and a a discrete-valued random variable C, repre-
senting the class labels. In accordance with Shannon’s information theory [9],
the uncertainty of a random variable C can be measured by entropy H(C). For
two random variables Y and C, the conditional entropy H(C|Y ) measures the
uncertainty about C when Y is known. The amount by which the class uncer-
tainty is reduced, after having observed the feature vector Y , is called the mutual
information, I(C, Y ). The relation of H(C), H(C|Y ) and I(C, Y ) is

I(C, Y ) = I(Y, C) = H(C) − H(C|Y ) =
∑

c∈C

∫

y
p(c,y) log

p(c,y)
P (c)p(y)

dy, (1)
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where P (c) represents the probability of class C, y represents the observed fea-
ture vector Y , p(c,y) denotes the joint probability density of C and Y .

The goal of classification is to minimize the uncertainty about predictions of
class C for the known observations of feature vector Y . Learning a classifier is to
increase I(C, Y ) as much as possible. In terms of mutual information (MI), the
purpose of FS process for classification is to achieve the highest possible value
of I(C, Y ) with the smallest possible size of feature subsets.

The FS problem based on MI can be formulated as follows [7]: Given an
initial set X with D features, find the subset S ⊂ X with d < D features S =
{Xi1 , . . . , Xid

} that minimizes conditional entropy H(C|S), i.e., that maximizes
the mutual information I(C, S).

Mutual information I(C, S) between the class and the features has become a
popular measure in feature selection [7], [8], [10], [11]. Firstly, it measures general
dependence between two variables in contrast with the correlation. Secondly, MI
determines the upper bound on the theoretical classification performance [12],[9].

To compute the MI between all candidate feature subsets and the classes,
I(C, S) is practically impossible. So realization of the greedy selection algorithm
is computationally intensive. Even in a sequential forward search it is computa-
tionally too expensive to compute I(C, S).

To overcome this practical obstacle alternative methods of I(C, S) computa-
tion have been proposed by Battiti [7] and Kwak and Choi [13], [8], respectively.
Assume that S is the subset of already selected features, X \ S is the subset
of unselected features. For a feature Xi ∈ X \ S to be selected, the amount
of information about the class C newly provided by feature Xi without being
provided by the already selected features in the current subset S must be the
largest among all the candidate features in X \ S. Therefore, the conditional
mutual information I(C, Xi|S) of C and Xi given the subset of already selected
features S is maximized. Instead of calculating I(C, Xi, S), the MI between a
candidate for newly selected feature Xi ∈ X \ S plus already selected subset S
and the class variable C, Battiti and Kwak and Choi used only I(C, Xi) and
I(Xs, Xi), Xs ∈ S.

The estimation formula for I(C, Xi|S) in MIFS algorithm proposed by Battiti
[7] is as follows:

IBattiti(C, Xi|S) = I(C, Xi) − β
∑

Xs∈S

I(Xs, Xi). (2)

Kwak and Choi [8] improved (2) in their MIFS-U algorithm under the assump-
tion that the class C does not change the ratio of the entropy of Xs and the MI
between Xs and Xi

IKwak(C, Xi|S) = I(C, Xi) − β
∑

Xs∈S

I(C, Xs)
H(Xs)

I(Xs, Xi). (3)

In both (2) and (3), the second term of the right hand side is used to estimate
the redundant information between the candidate feature Xi and the already
selected features with respect to classes C. The parameter β is used as a factor
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for controlling the redundancy penalization among single features and has a great
influence on FS. The parameter was found experimentally in [7]. It was shown
by Peng et al. [11] that for maximization of I(C, S) in the sequential forward
selection a suitable value of β in (2) is 1/|S|, where |S| denotes the number of
features in S.

2.1 Conditional Mutual Information

Our feature selection method is based on the definition of the conditional mutual
information I(C, Xi|Xs) as the reduction in the uncertainty of class C and the
feature Xi when Xs is given:

I(C, Xi|Xs) = H(Xi|Xs) − H(Xi|C, Xs). (4)

The mutual information I(C, Xi, Xs) satisfies the chain rule for information [9]:

I(C, Xi, Xs) = I(C, Xs) + I(C, Xi|Xs). (5)

For all candidate features to be selected in the greedy feature selection algo-
rithm, I(C, Xs) is common and thus does not need to be computed. So the
greedy algorithm now tries to find the feature that maximizes conditional mu-
tual information I(C, Xi|Xs).

Proposition 1: The conditional mutual information I(C, Xi|Xs) can be repre-
sented as

I(C, Xi|Xs) = I(C, Xi) − [I(Xi, Xs) − I(Xi, Xs|C)] (6)

Proof: By using the definition of MI we can rewrite the right hand side of (6):

I(C, Xi) − [I(Xi, Xs) − I(Xi, Xs|C)] = H(C) − H(C|Xi)
− [H(Xi) − H(Xi|Xs)] + H(Xi|C) − H(Xi|Xs, C)
= H(C) − H(C|Xi) − H(Xi) + H(Xi|Xs) + H(Xi|C) − H(Xi|Xs, C)
= H(Xi|Xs) − H(Xi|Xs, C) + H(C) − H(C|Xi) − [H(Xi) − H(Xi|C)]
= I(C, Xi) − I(C, Xi) + H(Xi|Xs) − H(Xi|Xs, C). (7)

The last term of (7) equals to I(C, Xi|Xs).
The ratio of mutual information between the candidate feature Xi and the

selected feature Xs and the entropy of Xs is a measure of correlation (also known
as coefficient of uncertainty) between Xi and Xs [9]

CUXi,Xs =
I(Xi, Xs)
H(Xs)

=
(
1 − H(Xs|Xi)

H(Xs)
)
, (8)

0 ≤ CUXi,Xs ≤ 1. CUXi,Xs = 0 if and only if Xi and Xs are independent.

Proposition 2. Assume that conditioning by the class C does not change the
ratio of the entropy of Xs and the MI between Xs and Xi, i.e., the following
relation holds

H(Xs|C)
I(Xi, Xs|C)

=
H(Xs)

I(Xi, Xs)
. (9)
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Then for the conditional mutual information I(C, Xi|Xs) it holds:

I(C, Xi|Xs) = I(C, Xi) − CUXi,Xs I(C, Xs). (10)

Proof: It follows from condition (9) and the definition (8) that

I(Xi, Xs|C) = CUXi,Xs H(Xs|C). (11)

Using the equations (6) and (11) we obtain (10).
We can see from (10) that the second term is the weighted mutual information

I(C, Xs) with the weight equal to the measure of correlation CUXi,Xs . We pro-
pose the modification of the estimation Ĩ(C, Xi|S) for I(C, Xi|S) of the following
form

Ĩ(C, Xi|S) = I(C, Xi) − max
Xs∈S

CUXi,Xs I(C, Xs). (12)

It means that the best feature in the next step of the sequential forward search
algorithm is found by maximizing (12)

X+ = arg max
Xi∈X\S

{I(C, Xi) − max
Xs∈S

CUXi,Xs I(C, Xs)}. (13)

3 Proposed Feature Selection Algorithm

The sequential forward selection algorithm mMIFS-U based on the estimation
of conditional mutual information given in (12) can be realized as follows:

1. Initialization:
Set S = ”empty set”, set X = ”initial set of all D features”.

2. Pre-computation:
For all features Xi ∈ X compute I(C, Xi).

3. Selection of the first feature:
Find feature X� ∈ X that maximizes I(C, Xi);
set X = X \ {X�}, S = {X�}.

4. Greedy feature selection:
Repeat until the desired number of features is selected.
(a) Computation of entropy:

For all Xs ∈ S compute entropy H(Xs), if it is not already available.

(b) Computation of the MI between features:
For all pairs of features (Xi, Xs) with Xi ∈ X , Xs ∈ S compute I(Xi, Xs),
if it is not yet available.

(c) Selection of the next feature:
Find feature X+ ∈ X according to formula (13).

Set X = X \ {X+}, S = S ∪ {X+}.
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4 Experiments and Results

Feature selection has been successfully applied to various problems including text
categorization (e.g., [14]). The text categorization (TC) task (also known as text
classification) is the task of assigning documents written in natural language into
one or more thematic classes belonging to the predefined set C = {c1, . . . , c|C|}
of |C| classes. The construction of a text classifier relies on an initial collection
of documents pre-classified under C. In TC, usually a document representation
using the bag-of-words approach is employed (each position in the feature vector
representation corresponds to a given word). This representation scheme leads
to very high-dimensional feature space, too high for conventional classification
methods. In TC the dominant approach to dimensionality reduction is feature
selection based on various criteria, in particular filter-based FS.

Sequential forward selection methods MIFS, MIFS-U and mMIFS-U presented
in Sections 3 and 2 have been used in our experiments for reducing vocabulary
size of the vocabulary set V = {w1, . . . , w|V|} containing |V| distinct words oc-
curring in training documents. Then we used the Näıve Bayes classifier based
on multinomial model, linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) and k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN) classifier.

4.1 Data set

In our experiments we examined the commonly used Reuters-21578 data set1

to evaluate all considered algorithms. Our text preprocessing included removing
all non-alphabetic characters like full stops, commas, brackets, etc., lowering the
upper case characters, ignoring all the words that contained digits or non alpha-
numeric characters and removing words from a stop-word list. We replaced each
word by its morphological root and removed all words with less than three occur-
rences. The resulting vocabulary size was 7487 words. The ModApte train/test
split of the Reuters-21578 data contains 9603 training documents and 3299 test-
ing documents in 135 classes related to economics. We used only those 90 classes
for which there exists at least one training and one testing document.

4.2 Classifiers

All feature selection methods were examined in conjuction with each of the
following classifiers:

Näıve Bayes. We use the multinomial model as described in [15]. The predicted
class for document d is the one that maximizes the posterior probability of each
class given the test document P (cj |d),

P (cj |d) ∝ P (cj)
|V|∏

v

P (wv|cj)Niv .

1 http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578.
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Here P (cj) is the prior probability of the class cj , P (wv|cj) is the probability
that a word chosen randomly in a document from class cj equals wv, and Niv is
the number of occurrences of word wv in document d. We smoothed the word
and class probabilities using Bayesian estimate with word priors and a Laplace
estimate, respectively.

Linear Support Vector Machines. The SVM method has been introduced in TC
by [16]. The method is defined over the vector space where the classification
problem is to find the decision surface that ”best” separates the data points
of one class from the other. In case of linearly separable data the decision sur-
face is a hyperplane that maximizes the ”margin” between the two classes. The
normalized word frequency was used for document representation:

tfidf(wi, dj) = n(wi, dj) · log
( |D|
n(wi)

)
, (14)

where n(wi) is the number of documents in D in which wi occurs at least one.

K-Nearest Neighbor. Given an arbitrary input document, the system ranks its
nearest neighbors among training documents, and uses the classes of the k top-
ranking neighbors to predict the class of the input document. The similarity
score of each neighbor document to the new document being classified is used as
a weight if each class, and the sums of class weights over the nearest neighbors
are used for class ranking. The normalized word frequency (14) was used for
document representation.

4.3 Performance Measures

For evaluating the multi-label classification accuracy we used the standard multi-
label measures precision and recall, both micro-averaged. Estimates of micro-
averaging precision and recall are obtained as

π̂mic =

∑|C|
j=1 TPj

∑|C|
j=1(TPj + FPj)

, ρ̂mic =

∑|C|
j=1 TPj

∑|C|
j=1(TPj + FNj)

.

Here TPj, (FPj) is the number of documents correctly (incorrectly) assigned to
cj ; FNj is the number of documents incorrectly not assigned to cj .

4.4 Thresholding

There are two variants of multi-label classification [17], namely ranking and
”hard” classifiers. Hard classification assigns to each pair document/class (d, ck)
the value YES or NO according to the classifier result. On the other hand ranking
classification gives to the pair (d, cj) a real value φ(d, cj), which represents the
classifier decision for the fact that d ∈ ck. Then we sort all classes for the
document d according to φ(d, cj) and the best τj classes are selected where τj

is the threshold for the class cj . Several thresholding algorithms to train the τj

exist.
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Fig. 1. Classifier performance on Reuters data (90 classes), with Apte split, and
RCut-thresholding. Charts of micro-averaged precision, (left-side) and micro-averaged
recall (right-side) of Näıve Bayes classifier (1st row), Support Vector Machine (2nd
row) and k-Nearest Neighbour (3rd row). Horizontal axes indicate numbers of words.

The commonly used methods RCut, PCut and SCut are described and com-
pared in the paper [18]. It is shown that thresholding has great impact on the
classification result. However, it is difficult to choose the best method. We used
the RCut thresholding, which sorts classes for the document and assigns YES
to the best τ top-ranking classes. There is one global threshold τ (integer value
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between 1 and |C|) for all classes. We set the threshold τ according to the av-
erage number of classes per one document. We used the whole training set for
evaluating the value τ .

The Näıve Bayes and k-NN classifiers are typical tools for ranking classifica-
tion, with which we used thresholding. In contrast, SVM is the ”hard” classifier
because there is one classifier for each class which distinguishes between that
class and the rest of classes. In fact, SVM may assign a document to no class. In
that case we reassign the document to such class that is best according to SVM
class rating. This improves the classification result.

4.5 Experimental Results

In total we made 21 experiments, each experiment was performed for eleven dif-
ferent vocabulary sizes and evaluated by three different criteria. Sequential FS
(SFS) is not usually used in text classification because of its computational cost
due to large vocabulary size. However, in practice we can often either employ
calculations from previous steps or make some pre-computations during initial-
ization. Since FS is typically done in an off-line manner, the computational time
is not as important as the optimality of the found subset of words and classifi-
cation accuracy. The time complexity of SFS algorithms is less than O(|V ′ ||V|2)
where |V ′ | is the number of desired words and |V| is the total number of words
in the vocabulary. The required space complexity is S(|V|2/2) because we need
to store the mutual information for all pairs of words (wi, ws) with wi ∈ V \ S
and ws ∈ S. The charts in Figure 1 show the resulting micro-averaged preci-
sion and recall criteria. In our experiments the best micro-averaged performance
was achieved by the new mMIFS-U methods using modified conditional mutual
information.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a new sequential forward selection algorithm based on
novel estimation of the conditional mutual information between the candidate
feature and the classes given a subset of already selected features.

– Experimental results on textual data show that the modified MIFS-U sequen-
tial forward selection algorithm (mMIFS-U) performs well in classification as
measured by precision and recall measures and that the mMIFS-U performs
better than MIFS and MIFS-U on the Reuters data.

– In this paper we also present a comparative experimental study of three clas-
sifiers. SVM overcomes on average both Näıve Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbor
classifiers.
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